GM Distribution

Company

GM Distribution is primarily a distributor of building materials in the UK. They provide services for well known suppliers such as:
- Plumbase
- Buildbase
- Plumbase Industrial
- Electricbase
- Hirebase

Need

- A warehouse picking system to operate on a stable platform
- To be able to pick 350 orders a day averaging 20 lines an order
- Accurate stock levels
- A solution with as much automation as possible,
- Pick routing, printing, packing lists and delivery notes with the key objective of reducing time, effort and errors when picking

Solution

Bridge WMS for Opera with Despatch Manager to control despatches, MultiLocation module to manage products in multiple locations within the same warehouse.
GM Distribution use Datalogic Falcon X3+ scanners to carry out their everyday tasks.

Results

Bridge was installed in the warehouses:
- Warehouse picking is stable and efficient
- The system has been developed to suit their own needs further
- Errors minimised by booking goods in via scanners
- Any downtime is minimised due to reactive support

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the link for all our products:

BRIDGE WMS

Specialists in Mobile Computing, Data Capture & Warehouse Management
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